History repeats itself, first as tragedy, second as farce.
- Karl Marx

In this booklet, you will learn about...
How Capitalism works.
What are the pros and cons of Capitalism.
Karl Marx’s solution towards Capitalism.
What Socialism is and how it works.
How did Lenin get involved.
What were the contributions Lenin made.
What are the other forms of Socialism.
What are the criticisms of Socialism.
By Mary Lim, Le-Tone Wei
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Before you read... Think about these questions!
What do you know about Capitalism already?

If you do not know what Capitalism is, can you guess what it is?

How does Capitalism work?
FREEDOM.
Capitalism is a form of economic order where
capital (means of production) are owned
privately. Where the goods & services are
produced for profit in a free market.
It relies on voluntary exchange of labour, and
in return they earn wages or capital. It’s a free
market economy.
Majority of the people are here to pursue
their own self interests, and this ends up
promoting social interest of society because
they end up helping others.
The people use capital to make money, and doing this leads to having more capital
being made for themselves.
The idea was that it will be a society made up of unique individuals who pursue their
individual interests... ...and that’s a GOOD thing.
Check your knowledge!
What is Capitalism?
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Source A: How Capitalism in a free market works.

It's also characterized by progress, spiritual and worldly wealth, and
liberty. Individuals are not just free to pursue self-interested goals;
they SHOULD pursue self-interested goals.
Source B: An example of how self-interest intervenes in a Capitalist society

Someone who
becomes a teacher
by self- interest

Helps the Principle
who runs a school
by self-interest

Thus helping society with
a functioning school

Capitalism is mainly on greed and self-interest -----Greed & self-interest = Individualism
Scottish political economist Adam Smith also believed that
an "invisible hand" guides the economy through selfinterest, private ownership and competition, because
everything happens naturally. The end of this natural
economic balance is general social wealth.
BASICALLY, EVERYONE BENEFITS FROM THIS.

Source C: Portrait of Adam Smith

Because of Capitalism, Language, Scientific Knowledge
and Law grew out of free exchange and voluntary
production, Which equals to the principle of mutual
benefit.

In PURE Capitalism, the government aren’t involved and do
not interfere with the economy, so any human rights like: Child labor laws, Social
Security, Anti-discriminatory hiring practices, and minimum wages...
...DON’T EXIST AT ALL.

Check your knowledge!

What does Adam Smith mean by an “invisible hand”?
Why do everyone benefit from Capitalism?
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Before you read... Think about these questions!

Do you still remember what Capitalism is? If yes, what is it?

What do you think are some of the problems within a Capitalist country?

Criticisms of Capitalism
Greed and Inhumane
As mentioned before, Capitalism can be based off from greed. Individuals work in
order to gain capital for themselves, further permitting them to consume desired
goods. Capitalism reduces the worth of a human to a monetary and financial value,
promoting arguments such as whether Capitalism is ethical or purely just immoral.

The laws of capitalism, which are blind and are invisible to
ordinary people, act upon the individual without he or she being
aware of it. One sees only the vastness of a seemingly infinite
horizon ahead. That is how it is painted by capitalist
propagandists who purport to draw a lesson from the example of
Rockefeller — whether or not it is true — about the possibilities
of individual success. The amount of poverty and suffering required
for a Rockefeller to emerge, and the amount of depravity entailed
in the accumulation of a fortune of such magnitude, are left out of
the picture, and it is not always possible for the popular forces
to expose this clearly.. . It is a contest among wolves. One can win
only at the cost of the failure of others

Inequality and Poverty

Another disputable argument is
that Capitalism generates
inequality. Critics believe that
Capitalism is associated with the
unfair distribution of wealth.
Whether a person is rich or poor
is clearly decided upon his or her
job, and different job
opportunities allows a variety of
profit being made. For those that
have not underwent education
are likely to be jobless, and for
those that have received an
abundance of education are
Source A: Che Guevara’s opinions on Capitalism.
possibly offered to jobs with
great incomes (this is disputable as it depends how hard the person studies). In the
end, people who were too poor to receive education remains uneducated,
unemployed, and poor; on the other hand, rich people continue to get richer, overall
creating inequality, and even serious problems with poverty. Discrimination across
employment and labour may also be one reason why people are jobless or paid less,
resulting in inequality as well. As Karl Marx has said, Capitalism is also believed to
promote social alienation and exploitation due to the inequality it brings.
Domination may also be encouraged through the richer group.

“Money is the cause of poverty because it is the device by which those who are too
lazy to work are enabled to rob the workers of the fruits of their labour.”
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Source B: Tressell’s opinion of Capitalism, mentioned in his book The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists

Unemployment
Unemployment is
a serious problem
caused by
Capitalism, and it is
strongly related to inequality,
which is mentioned on the previous
page. Why is unemployment
caused in a Capitalist country?
Unemployment happens due to the
cycle of poverty, when a person is
Source C: The Cycle of Povery explained
too poor to afford education, he or
she is likely to remain jobless, why
would any company want to hire someone with that is not educated and has no skills?
That’s right, that is the cruelty within Capitalism. Critics argue that some are treated
unfairly and does not deserve to be jobless, the reason why they do not have enough
money to acquire the skills needed for jobs, is simply because their ancestors have
failed to obtain capital for future generations.
Surplus Value and Crisis of Overproduction
In the world of Capitalism, producing consumer
goods is probably one of the most important
features, however, after decades of producing
goods, the world is facing problems with
inefficiency and waste. In order to gain profit,
manufacturers produce as much consumer
goods as possible, leaving a broad variety of
goods to choose from for the people. But they
are producing too much! When a product is not
being bought, after a certain trend ends, the
product is simply thrown into the trash, and turns into waste. Basically Capitalism
enables people to produce and sell goods, but they make people produce more goods
than we can handle, in the end all of the not yet bought products goes into waste and
creates inefficiency in the Capitalist system.

Check your knowledge!

What are the criticisms of Capitalism?

Other than the 4 criticisms of Capitalism listed in the two pages, can you think
of other reasons why Capitalism may not work so well?
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Before you read... Think about these questions!
What do you already know about Socialism?

If you have no idea what Socialism is, can you guess what is it?

Marx’s Solution - Socialism
Karl Marx wrote books with Friedrich Engels:
Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital. It was
based on the materialist conception of history
that he developed, and on his theory that human
history was largely determined by the ‘history of
class struggles‘ between ruling and oppressed
classes. However it failed to impress in any of the
revolutions in 1848.

Source A: Karl Marx

Source B: Communist Manifesto

Source C: Das Kapital

Source D: Marx’s criticism on Capitalism
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"Society suddenly finds itself put back into a state of momentary barbarism.
And why? Because there is too much civilization, too much means of
subsistence, too much industry, too much commerce."
Source D: Marx’s view upon Capitalism

Marx believed that if the workers were successful in overthrowing
capitalism... They would be able to construct a socialist society ruled
by the working class:
SOCIALISM.
- And after reaching socialism, the society could reach to Communism,
which is a classless society,
- Where everyone is equal.
However, Marx did not write much about what a communist government would look like.
Marx also believed in the idea of ‘Permanent revolution’ / ‘uninterrupted revolution’.
This idea consists of a series of revolutionary stages. So, After one stage had been
achieved, another class struggle would start instantly.
Marx didn’t think that going through these
stages would be permanent.
In fact, you can actually jump or turn back
a revolutionary stage with the help of
other countries.
Although this change is inevitable, it will
take place over a long period of time, and
not always painlessly: because the
existing ruling class will always resist
giving up their power.
Those economic systems change
inevitably over time from feudal, to
capitalist, to socialist, and finally
communist.
Marx’s philosophy of history was
influenced by German idealist philosophy
(Hegel, Herder, Kant), the ideas of
Dialectical materialism is a strand of Marxism developed French socialists (Saint-Simon) as well as
the writing of British economists like
by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. The concept is
Adam Smith and David Ricardo. Marx’s
based on Hegelian thesis-antithesis-synthesis.
was later influenced by the Paris
Commune that happened in 1871.
Check your knowledge!
What is Socialism?

Which do you prefer more, Capitalism or
Socialism?
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Before you read... Think about these questions!

Does the name Vladimir Lenin sound familiar to you...? If yes, then who is he?

In less than 50 words, describe what could be improved in Marx’s Socialist ideology.

The Contribution of Lenin
When Karl Marx wrote the Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital, he based his ideas upon countries such as Germany,
Britain and France, the rich countries in Europe and believes
they would be the ones to undergo revolution. Marx did not
expect poor feudal countries such as Russia to engage in
socialist revolution first, yet his ideas were greatly spread
across Russia, and were seized by Vladimir Lenin.
The Social Democrats (SDs):
The Russian political party was deeply inspired by Marx’s
‘Communist Manifesto’, founded in 1898 by George
Plekhanov. In 1903, the Second Party Congress decides to
split itself into the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks, they both have the same goal, but
not necessary the same plan. During the Second Party Conference, members voted,
and supported Lenin’s Bolshevik faction, they were the ones that took over power in
October 1917 during the Russian Revolution.
Marx

Lenin

Evolutionary

Revolutionary

Mass movement

Elite movement

Revolution should be
evolutionary

Revolution should be
revolutionary

Would have supported
the Mensheviks

Supported the
Bolsheviks

Mensheviks (Lead by Julius Martov)
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Check your knowledge!

What are the two groups created in the Second
Party Congress, and how are they different?

Without looking at the booklet, list the differences
between Marx and Lenin’s beliefs.

Bolsheviks (Lead by Lenin)

Party should be broadly based and take in all
those who wished to join.

Party should be made up of a small number of
highly disciplined professional revolutionaries.

Party should be more democratic, allowing its
members to have a say in policy making.

Party should operate under centralized
leadership.

Party should encourage trade unions to help the
working class improve their conditions.

Party should have a system of small cells so that it
would be more difficult for the police to infiltrate.

Lenin’s Books - What he believed and promised
Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitalism 1916
Lenin claimed that capitalism was a bankrupt system and would cause
wars over resources and territory, which would lead to civil war and
class conflict within countries, which would facilitate socialist revolution.
The State and Revolution 1917
After revolution the economy and society would change - spontaneous will of people
would support revolution and they would play a large part in managing their own
affairs in industry and agriculture.
Support
Their support came mainly from working class. Bolsheviks tended to attract
younger more militant peasant workers who liked the discipline, firm
leadership and simple slogans. Mensheviks tended to attract different
types of workers and members of the intelligentsia, also a broader
range of people, non-Russians, Jews and Georgians etc.
CHEKA
Lenin introduced and unleashed CHEKA in October 1917, causing
the “Red Terror”, basically the members of CHEKA would murder
or torture whoever that opposes Lenin’s ruling and the Bolsheviks.
This was suppose to demolish all of Bolshevik’s opponents and
persuade the people to support the Bolsheviks. By the time Lenin died,
an estimation of 250,000 opponents had been liquidated.
Source A: Symbol for CHEKA

Reasons behind the Bolshevik’s success after 1917
Their opponents could not get along with each other, hence unable to bring forth a
leader, causing uncoordinated efforts. However for the Bolsheviks, their goal and
leader was clear, Lenin guided them thoroughly. The Whites had divided loyalties and
were not as focused as the Reds, the Reds had a certain goal, allowing them to be more
united. The position of the Reds also helped their success, as their position provided
them easier accesses to organize and coordinate their defense; the Whites on the other
hand, had armies which were far apart from one another, making communication very
difficult.

Check your knowledge!

What did Lenin believe in the two books he wrote?
Who is CHEKA? What did they do?

Why did the Bolsheviks succeed in taking full control after 1917?
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Before you read... Think about these questions!

Let’s recap, in less than 50 words, explain what Socialism is.
Do you know any other forms of Socialism?

Other Forms of Socialism
Maoism
The communist doctrines of Mao Zedong as formerly
practiced in China, having as a central idea permanent
revolution and stressing the importance of the peasantry,
small-scale industry, and agricultural collectivization.

Stalinism
The ideology and policies
adopted by Stalin, the leader of
USSR after Lenin, based on
centralization, totalitarianism,
and the pursuit of communism.

Trotskyism
The political or economic principles of Leon Trotsky,
especially the theory that socialism should be established
throughout the world by continuing revolution. Trotskyism
has generally included elements of anarchism and
syndicalism, but the term has come to be used
indiscriminately to describe a great many forms of radical
socialism.

Social Democracy
Refers to a form of democracy advocated by
revolutionary socialists, in which government is in the
hands of the people, who have the right of immediate
recall of elected representatives who break their
promises. In this system, all parties that accept the
goal of ending capitalist exploitation should be
allowed to exist, and the state makes newspaper
facilities available to all groups with sufficient support.
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Before you read... Think about these questions!
Explain what Capitalism is in less than 50 words.
Explain what Socialism is in less than 50 words.

Criticisms of Socialism /
In Defense of Capitalism
Check your knowledge!

How does source A define
Socialism and Capitalism?

Source A: Picture explaining how Socialism and Capitalism works.

Even though Socialism causes everyone to be equal among others, but if people lived
in that society, there would be no freedom. The government would be in charge of
everything instead.
Taking away the free markets and competition between companies. There is little to no
incentive to do anything.
The government holds too
much power.
Even so, without the
competition in Capitalism,
The need to lower prices over
time, and the stagnate of
developing new products, we
might not have the
technology we have today.

Source B: Cartoon showing how Socialism tries to take all the power.
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“Capitalism is unequal wealth;
Communism is equal poverty.”
Capitalism has been proven to be more durable and flexible than the Socialism Marx
envisioned, Capitalism
occurs naturally, therefore
one can argue that Marx’s
arguments that communism
will inevitably replace
capitalism is merely an
unscientific guess.
Unlike Capitalism, Socialism
causes people to be poorer,
not richer,
because people are not
working by greed or selfinterest, everyone will lose
the incentive to work hard
because they’ll get whatever
they need anyway.

“Socialism is a philosophy of failure,
the creed of ignorance, and the
gospel of envy, its inherent virtue is
the equal sharing of misery.”

Check your knowledge!

Do you support what source
D says?

Source C: Winston Churchill’s opinion on Socialism.

Check your knowledge!

Do you prefer to live in a Capitalist society or a Socialist society, or perhaps neither? If
neither could you propose a better plan for a country?

Make a table discussing the advantages and disadvantages for Capitalism and Socialism.
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